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About BioPhorum

BioPhorum’s mission is to create environments 
where the global biopharmaceutical industry 
can collaborate and accelerate its rate of 
progress, for the benefit of all. 

Since its inception in 2004, BioPhorum has become the  
open and trusted environment where senior leaders of  
the biopharmaceutical industry come together to openly 
share and discuss the emerging trends and challenges  
facing their industry. 

Growing from an end-user group in 2008, BioPhorum now comprises over  
90 manufacturers and suppliers deploying their top 3,500 leaders and subject  
matter experts to work in seven focused Phorums, articulating the industry’s  
technology roadmap, defining the supply partner practices of the future, and  
developing and adopting best practices in drug substance, fill finish, process  
development and manufacturing IT. In each of these Phorums, BioPhorum  
facilitators bring leaders together to create future visions, mobilize teams of  
experts on the opportunities, create partnerships that enable change and provide  
the quickest route to implementation, so that the industry shares, learns and builds  
the best solutions together.

https://www.biophorum.com/phorum/technology-roadmapping/overview/ 
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1.0 

Introduction
As an industry, biopharmaceuticals is immature when it comes to the 
integration of human performance into operations. We have written 
this article to accelerate the industry’s maturity by building a greater 
understanding of what is desired and explaining how to get there. 
Human performance is believed by many companies in our industry 
to be a focus on human error reduction, where work outcomes will 
improve by adding more requirements and coercing people to try 
harder to be infallible. This archaic approach is not sustainable today 
and is not human performance.

The environment that we operate within – both externally and internally – is 

changing and yet we are still applying decades-old mental models of what good 

problem solving looks like, and how this drives overall performance and results. 

Human Performance is the way to make a shift towards systems thinking.  Without 

making this change, organizations will continue to stagnate and actually be unable 

to keep up with the increasing complexity of the environments they work in, and the 

environments they create.

This paper is specific to our industry. Companies are not likely to have success by 

copying a program from another industry, such as nuclear. Our blue-sky vision of 

Human Performance takes time and patience to properly implement and must be 

viewed as a fundamental change to how an entire organization executes work. 

Essentially, this is a transformation of the organization’s systems and thinking over 

a period of several years. We have provided guidance that has worked within our 

industry and the unique regulatory space we operate within. If you think you’re 

doing Human Performance and it doesn’t look, feel and sound as we have described 

in this paper, then you are not there yet. 
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In any industry, quality is essential. Managers and 

employees are relied upon to deliver the services and 

products customers expect and need. But what happens 

when things go wrong—and what makes them go wrong in 

the first place?  

In 2005, 61 drug shortages were reported in the United 

States. By 2010, the number had nearly tripled: 178 

drug shortages were experienced, including shortages 

of medications for life-threatening conditions—in some 

instances, the only medication available for the patient’s 

condition.¹  Recent data show that drug shortages 

continue to be a problem: in 2018, 186 drug shortages 

were reported; cancer medicines rank among those most 

affected.2,3 In many cases, shortages can be traced back to 

a quality issue at the drug manufacturing facility.¹

Across industry, we often hear about the problem of 

human error. Human error is cited frequently as the cause 

of accidents, product recalls, and potential patient safety 

issues. A cursory search on Google reveals headlines 

blaming human error for a fatal power plant accident, 

security and data breaches, a derailed subway train, and 

much more. Human error is not seen as an opportunity 

to learn, but as a regrettable and somewhat inevitable 

force that drains industry of time, money, and resources, 

with the potential to undermine confidence among 

stakeholders, regulatory authorities, and consumers. 

The concept of human error as a root cause rather 

than a symptom belies an outdated premise 

that workers are the problem rather than part 

of the solution. This attitude does not lend itself 

to uncovering systemic drivers of error or to 

implementing changes that enhance tolerance to the 

unexpected, detection of issues before consequences 

are severe, or recovery from deviations. The words 

‘human error’ should trigger the start of a learning 

process, and never be the endpoint. As one author 

put it, “Underneath every simple, obvious story about 

‘human error,’ there is a deeper, more complex story 

about the organization.”4
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2.0

Human performance—moving towards 
a systems-focused approach 
A systems-focused approach to improving risk 
management and achieving sustainable results 
is required to avoid languishing in a culture of 
‘investigate and blame’. This is not a new concept, 
yet many industries and organizations seem to 
be stranded when it comes to risk management. 
Nearly 20 years ago, James Reason wrote, “The 
basic premise in the system approach is that 
humans are fallible and errors are to be expected, 
even in the best organizations... Errors are seen 
as consequences rather than causes, having their 
origins not so much in the perversity of human 
nature as in ‘upstream’ systemic factors.”5 This 
changes the problem statement entirely — from 
a ‘human error’ problem to an opportunity to 
understand and improve how organizational 
systems processes manage variability and risk.

More recently, the joint cognitive system view emerged, 

an outgrowth of this systems-focused approach. This 

view, largely associated with the work of thought 

leaders David Woods and Erik Hollnagel, focuses 

on real-world, high-risk work situations, in which 

performance is understood as the result of a complex 

interaction of elements. Hollnagel and Woods note, 

“Identifying the nature of problems is not always as easy 

as it seems, with the sad story of the search for ‘human 

error’ being a case in point. After much ado, it turned out 

that the problem was not one of ‘human error’  

sui generis, but rather one of understanding how well-

intended and sensible actions every now and then could 

lead to unwanted consequences.”6 Providing further 

context to this concept of ‘error’, “if you feel you have 

a ‘human error’ problem… you are looking in the wrong 

place, and starting from the wrong position. You don’t 

have a problem with erratic, unreliable operators. You 

have an organizational problem, a technological one.”7

How then can system resilience, reliability, and risk 

management be improved? When benchmarking against 

industries that have been successful, it is clear that they 

have employed a collection of practices usually referred 

to as human performance.8 Human performance is a 

multi-disciplined social science and engineering approach 

to risk management that improves workplace socio-

technical systems’ effectiveness and reliability through 

design, enhanced organizational learning, and resilience 

principles. In other words, human performance makes it 

possible to adapt and respond to unanticipated situations 

and still be successful and safe.8 

The five principles  
of human performance9 
•  Error is normal. Even the best people 

make mistakes.

• Blame fixes nothing.

•  Learning and improving are vital. 

Learning is deliberate.

•  Context influences behavior. 

Systems drive outcomes.

•  How you respond to failure matters. 

How leaders act and respond counts.
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3.0

Developing a ‘blue-sky’ 
description of human performance 

Elements of the  
‘blue-sky’ description of 
human performance
1. Leadership and engagement

2. Training

3. Managing work risk—design

4. Managing work risk—execution

5. Investigations and learning

6. Proactive learning

7. Monitoring performance

In 2018, building on more than 6 years of work, 
BioPhorum defined a ‘blue-sky’ description of 
human performance that enumerates the elements 
needed to achieve optimal integration of human 
performance in the biopharmaceutical industry, 
including requirements to manage work risk 
in both design and execution, to conduct work 
observation, to enable open reporting, and to focus 
on organizational learning.8 

This BioPhorum document comprises both a guide 

and an assessment tool, recognizing that by better 

understanding how both success and failure happen 

within an organization, improvements can be made 

in the organization’s potential to anticipate, monitor, 

respond, and learn—the cornerstones of resilience.8 

The definition includes some of Biophorum’s key 

learnings over multiple years of implementation across 

a wide variety of sites and companies of various sizes 

are summarized in this document: investigations 

and learning, proactive learning, and monitoring 

performance, together with recommendations that 

carry over across industries.
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4.0

Investigations and learning: 
why not 5 whys?
Investigating undesired outcomes is an expectation in many industries. It is specifically required for the 
biopharmaceutical industry per the Code of Federal Regulations.10 An organization’s approach to investigation 
is central to the successful integration of human performance. A well-known and common approach to cause 
analysis is the 5 whys. The 5-whys method of supposed root cause analysis and problem solving was first espoused 
by the Toyota Production System in the 1950s and soon adopted across many industries. 

The supposition is that by asking ‘why?” multiple times, 

the root cause of a problem (often an error) will be 

identified and can be corrected. This method tends to 

focus narrowly on a single condition and overemphasizes 

the already known outcome rather than enabling the 

exploration of context. The most significant issue with 

this approach is the over-simplified perspective it brings 

to problems where complex systems are in place. When 

work occurs within complex systems, there are usually 

multiple conditions and factors driving performance. By 

relying on  5 whys and adhering to a false belief in a single 

root cause—and a linear cause-and-effect chain to get 

there—organizations risk missing out on understanding 

the multiple conditions and factors driving performance. 

The inevitable result is problem recurrence.8

To truly understand the causes of undesired outcomes 

and implement lasting change, better approaches are 

needed. Collaborative learning with workers fostered 

by an appreciative inquiry approach—or learning 

teams—is one such better approach.8 Using a learning-

team approach allows organizations to learn not just 

from failure, but also from success. Other effective 

causal analysis methods, such as event and causal factor 

charting, fault-tree analysis, Kepner-Tregoe problem 

analysis, and hazard-barrier-target analysis allow for the 

identification of multiple causes. It is this type of holistic 

systems approach, together with effective dialog, better 

questions, and learning about how work is performed in 

context, that enables an organization to implement true, 

sustainable improvement.
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5.0

Applying human performance principles 
to investigations supports operational 
improvement: a case study 
It became apparent to key leaders at one company represented in the BioPhorum Human Performance 
workstream that standard approaches to root cause analysis (for example 5 whys, 6Ms, and Ishikawa Fishbone) 
were ineffective at reducing repeat events—in particular, minor events, but also significant events that resulted 
in loss of product and production time, such as contaminations. The culture on the manufacturing floor was for 
workers to own their mistakes—“I just messed up” was a prevailing sentiment. Management, investigators, and 
quality assurance accepted the point of view and often concluded investigations with statements to that effect.  

While assuming individual ownership of mistakes 

is understandable, it has the hidden effect of 

rationalizing—rather than fixing—the system. At this 

particular company, it allowed management to embrace 

an “It only happened once” mindset and justify taking 

no further actions. Corrective and preventive actions 

were often weak and heavily focused on re-training or 

counseling and adding ‘notes’ to standard operating 

procedures (SOPs) or other administrative controls. 

Problems were viewed in a silo rather than in a 

systemic manner—that is, issues were believed to be 

fixed in the department where they occurred, while 

no consideration was given to the possibility of similar 

failures in similar processes and other locations. 

To strengthen their approach to investigations, 

leaders in the company began to instill a mindset 

that ‘human errors’ or ‘violations’ are only symptoms. 

Methods and techniques were implemented to help 

the organization understand local workplace factors 

and system-level causes of deviations related to both 

processes and management systems. 

Investigators began to spend more time on the floor 

learning from workers through conversation and 

observation of work. In one instance, investigators 

happened to observe the habit workers had of temporarily 

storing gaskets in a drip tray at a transfer panel because 

there was no other surface to use. This practice had led 

to multiple contamination events with the same organism 

and had until then gone unnoticed. 
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Watching work on the floor also enabled investigators 

to discover that, while SOPs were accurate from a 

technical standpoint, they were not always organized 

in a way that aligned with the actual flow of how the 

work was done, which then sometimes led to mistakes 

being made when workers attempted to comply with the 

SOPs. As the organization became more aware of human 

performance principles, leaders and managers became 

more comfortable with simple low-tech job aide solutions 

located near the task to complement and reinforce SOPs, 

rather than defaulting to the previous tradition of adding 

more text to an SOP or updating the training content.

Increased floor presence from investigators and 

support groups like engineering also allowed for the 

observation that the ergonomic design of operations 

was directly leading to causal factors  to various events, 

ranging from minor leaks to bioburden recoveries in the 

environment and process. This observation removed 

barriers to get equipment redesigned, even if it had just 

recently been deployed. 

“Improving the mindset around ‘human error’ has allowed 

the organization to have more effective conversations 

around things that went wrong,” said one of the company’s 

leaders. “Rather than going through the motions of 

Ishikawa Fishbone, we instead focus directly on what is 

important to the event. Manufacturing has seen that how 

they actually perform work is better presented, which has 

made it easier to get support functions in favor of tackling 

more robust corrective and preventive actions even if they 

take longer to implement.”
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6.0

Proactive learning and harnessing the 
power of variability: work-as-imagined 
versus work-as-done 
As the BioPhorum case study illustrates so well, work observation can yield tremendous benefits. Erik 
Hollnagel and colleagues noted in their 2015 whitepaper, that workers and systems do not perform well 
simply because individuals follow procedures. To the contrary, success happens because “people make 
sensible adjustments according to the demands of the situation.”11 

This is what is known as work-as-imagined versus work-as-

done. It’s an important concept that allows understanding 

that “successes are due to the flexibility of people and 

their capability to adjust to system flaws and varying 

situations.” 12 In other words, performance variations are 

an integral component of both successes and failures. It 

stands to reason, then, that failure can’t be eliminated 

by eliminating performance variability alone. Rather, 

identifying, monitoring, and most importantly, learning 

from the variability in everyday performance is a far more 

effective approach. In fact, the human error problem 

is not ‘solved’—instead, the potential to better manage 

variability (resilience) is developed and improved.

The concept of work-as-imagined versus work-as-done is 

central to the view of safety known as Safety-II, and the 

principles of human performance. Safety-II espouses the 

view that, to fully assess what goes right (which is what 

happens the vast majority of time) and what goes wrong 

in their organizations, leaders need to know how work is 

actually done (as opposed to how they imagine it is done), 

such that risk management strategies can be aligned to 

actual processes.8 And to know that, it is necessary to 

“get out from behind our desk, out of meetings, and into 

operational and clinical environments with operational 

and clinical people.”11

Admittedly, it can be difficult to find the time to do this 

in an increasingly fast-paced world. It is, however, an 

investment of time that yields valuable dividends. As seen 

in the case study in this paper, organizations whose leaders 

adopt this approach report improvements in operational 

efficiency and effectiveness, fewer incidents, injuries and 

deviations, improved quality and increased employee 

engagement and learning.13

Safety-I and Safety-II: 
what’s the difference?
Safety-I manages performance by 

ensuring “as few things go wrong as 

possible”; Safety-II, on the other hand, 

manages performance by ensuring “as 

many things go right as possible.” Safety-

II recognizes that performance variability 

provides the adaptations that are needed 

to respond to varying conditions in order 

to have things go right. 

Performance variability is often 

necessary in the complex systems which 

are now our 21st century workplaces, 

and explanations of unwanted outcomes 

of system performance based on 

linear cause-effect relationships are 

not enough. Resilience engineering 

acknowledges that acceptable outcomes 

and adverse outcomes have a common 

basis—namely, performance adjustments.
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7.0

Psychological safety and the 
importance of open reporting
Another key enabler of proactive learning is humble inquiry. Humble inquiry—the fine art of drawing someone 
out, asking new questions to which the answers are unknown, and building a relationship based on curiosity and 
genuine interest in the other person and their work—is a skill useful for much more than chatting at parties.14 

Humble inquiry embraces the perspective that workers 

know more about the conditions that challenge 

successful execution than leaders do—and that leaders 

would do well to learn from them.8 It enables leaders 

to engage with workers to learn about what goes right 

and how it goes right, to elicit ideas and concerns, and 

to share problem-solving and ownership.13 This, in 

turn, helps to foster an environment that promotes 

psychological safety, or the belief that “you won’t be 

punished when you make a mistake.”15

In such an environment, workers feel empowered “to 

volunteer crazy ideas, admit errors, and openly disagree 

without fear of ridicule or punishment.”16 This engenders 

“moderate risk-taking, speaking your mind, creativity, 

and sticking your neck out without fear of having it 

cut off—just the types of behavior that lead to market 

breakthroughs.”15
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8.0

From punitive to positive 
The concept of psychological safety relates to another key enabler of proactive learning—often referred to as 
a just culture, where an open and honest reporting environment to foster valuable learning is the norm.4 This 
might also be thought of as shared consciousness, “the way transparency and communication can be used in an 
organization to produce extraordinary outcomes even across large groups.”17 When transparency exists, mutual 
trust, collaboration, and sharing of best practices across disciplines ensue.18

Post-job reviews and open reporting are two human 

performance practices that enable information (both 

positive and negative) to be captured and widely shared 

and for any necessary adaptations or improvement to 

be made.19 Post-job reviews are typically performed by 

workers immediately following a task so that learning from 

what went well in addition to their perspectives on how to 

improve for next time are discussed and captured. Open 

reporting processes ensure an avenue for workers to share 

and report both potential and realized risks in their work. 

The airline industry’s Aviation Safety Reporting System 

(ASRS) program is a prime example of open reporting: 

confidential, voluntarily submitted aviation safety 

incident/situation reports are collected, analyzed, and 

utilized to identify and remedy any potential deficiencies 

or discrepancies in the national aviation system. 

Information submitted is never used against the reporter.

Contrast that to a fear-based or punitive culture, where 

workers are blamed and disciplined for mistakes. When 

fear of retribution is pervasive, it stands to reason that 

workers may not be forthcoming with crucial information 

that can prevent errors.20

In recent years, two accidents involving Boeing 737 Max 

aircrafts in which hundreds of lives were lost, poignantly 

illustrate the importance of psychological safety and 

speaking up in the workplace.21 Emerging evidence 

indicates that workers in the Boeing 787 Dreamliner plant 

in South Carolina “were pushed to maintain an overly 

ambitious production schedule and fearful of losing their 

jobs if they raised concerns.” Without the assurance 

that one can voice ideas, concerns, or problems without 

consequence, disastrous consequences can result.22
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9.0

Monitoring performance 
is more than metrics

This hypothesis was tested in a recent BioPhorum 

pilot study that evaluated the use of Safety-II-oriented 

performance measures combined with more traditional 

(Safety-I) measures. The metrics studied included number 

of work observations, open reporting including number 

of quality near misses reported, events, procedures, and 

processes that go right and proactive reports on safety 

issues, and information sharing.12

At the end of the study, three of four participating 

companies reported a quantifiable improvement in 

associated lagging metrics.12 Other benefits observed 

included improved employee behavior and/or focus, 

improved communication, collaboration, and safety, and 

quality near misses. All four participating companies 

reported obtaining value by including Safety-II 

metrics, including employees feeling valued, improved 

performance, and an increase in proactive thinking.12

The Boeing 737 Max example points to the potentially damaging effect of a work culture focused solely on 
efficiency and production metrics, or key performance indicators (KPIs). Pressure to be efficient and meet 
quotas on the floor may lead workers not to report near misses, errors, or their concerns, depriving the 
organization of those valuable learning opportunities.12 Rather than using metrics simply to track deviations 
and exhort employees to do better, metrics could be used to advantage by developing metrics that embrace 
positive capabilities and encourage positive behaviors, including proactive improvement. These types of 
metrics have been shown to genuinely motivate employees and drive success12 .

Although the BioPhorum study included a statistically 

small sample size, it still provides insight into the benefits 

that can be achieved by adopting new ways of thinking 

about operational risk. Other industries that were early 

adopters of these principles, such as the aviation, nuclear, 

and healthcare industries, have also reported significant 

benefits. For example, the Aviation Safety Network has 

reported that the number of airliner accidents per 1 million 

flights has decreased from more than 4 in 1977 to fewer 

than 0.4 in 2017.12,22
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10.0

Implementing shared risk 
management in complex systems
All the elements of ‘blue sky’ set out in this paper are key 
to improving shared risk management in complex systems. 
Implementing shared risk management in complex systems 
is not simple or easy: there are challenges and obstacles in 
many organizations, and a shift towards a human performance 
and Safety-II mindset may require significant transformation 
depending on an organization’s current environment. In the 
biopharmaceutical industry, where organizations have worked 
(and continue to work) to address ‘human error’ as a symptom 
and to optimize human performance, more than a few lessons 
have been learned. These include:

•  As for any change, sponsorship with an ability to influence is key.

•  Change management for human performance is complex—many approaches are required. 

Expect to adapt and continually adjust.

•  Meet people where they are and realize that this is a long-term commitment, 

not a short-term fix.

•  It takes time to see improvements in traditional metrics after shifting to this approach…

so leverage “good stories” along the way to keep momentum.

•  Start with the principles of human performance and base your organizational change 

plan on what those principles mean to you—what specifically do you need to change 

to align with these concepts?

The complex socio-technical realities of today’s operations demand change.12 Systematically 

pursuing positive change instead of focusing on negatives, learning from successes and failures, 

and genuinely connecting with workers will build organizations’ capacities to anticipate, 

monitor, respond and learn. In so doing, operational resilience will be enhanced, and the safety, 

quality, and reliability of performance is bound to hit blue-sky levels.
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